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EFFECT OF FISSION DYNAMICS Oh THE SPECTRA AND MULTIPLICITIES OF PROM?T FISSION NEUTRONS
where & is the center-of-mass neutron energy, UC(E) is the cross section for the inverse process of compound-nucleus formation, and k(T) is a temperature-dependent normalization constant, determined so that unity is obtained when Eq, (3) is integrated over energy from zero to infinity.
We approximate the distribution of fission-fragment residual nuclear temperature 17 by a tight-triangular distribution up to a maximum temperature Tm , which is related to the initial total average fission-fragment excitation energy <E;~> and the nuclear 1'2 The average f!xcilevel-densit.y parameter a by Tm = (<E*>/a) .
tation energy is in turn given by
where <Er> is the average t'nergy relase, Brl :Ind E arr the separatl 
